
Note: I copied many sentences from the book without putting them in quotes. You can assume                
all great sentences are from E. Ries and all mistakes are mine. 

Where does this book come from? Why was it written? 
Eric Ries is a tech guy and entrepreneur. In his career of developing tech and products he was                  
frustrated with spending hard work and time on products to see them fail in the marketplace. 
 
Frustrated by that and after a failed company in the dot com bubble, he read much and tried to                   
develop a product in completely different ways at a company he founded. Some of his               
unorthodox methods ended up working very well at that company. Around that time he read               
about Lean Manufacturing and the Toyota Production System and discovered that, with a few              
tweaks and changes, he had a framework to make sense of all his learnings. That was the                 
origin of the Lean Startup framework. 
 
Eric Ries then spent more time writing about Lean Startup on his blog, advising startups and big                 
companies on innovation. Thereby, he could refine and prove the value of this methodology. He               
now spends his full time teaching and advising around that method. 

Who is this book for? 
Entrepreneurs (see definition after) and the people who hold them accountable. Entrepreneur, in             
the author’s words, includes anyone who works within his definition of a startup: a human               
institution designed to create new products and services under conditions of extreme            
uncertainty. This can cover people working at companies of any size and within any sector. 

What’s the method in a nutshell? 
He argues that startups need to be managed. But, due to the extreme uncertainty they are in, usual                  
management techniques are ill-suited. 
 
He proposes to replace usual accounting metrics with Innovation accounting on Validated            
learnings. Startups and entrepreneurs must learn who their customers will be, what need they              
have, how much they will be ready to pay, how that will sustain the business, etc. It is collecting                   
learnings on these factors that matters at the start, not growing revenues or even gross               
customer base. 
 
To go about that, you need to start from the vision you have, then define a strategy to achieve it                    
and finally derive a product design from it. The vision should not change so much over your                 
endeavour. The strategy can change if, after many improvements to the product, it does not               
achieve or make sufficient progress to achieve the strategy. That’s called a pivot. The product               
changes constantly, to optimise it, to tune the engine of growth. Tuning the engine until it works                 
also covers optimisations in marketing and operations. 



 
Once you have a strategy you need to start the Build-Measure-Learn cycle. The key is then to                 
accelerate that cycle as much as possible. Care must be taken in defining the right hypothesis                
to learn on and the right metrics to measure. Actually, the Build-Measure-Learn is designed in               
the reverse order of its application. You need to define what you need to learn, then how you’ll                  
measure its success or failure and finally build what you need to start the loop. 

What is the concept of validated learning? 
It is not after-the-fact rationalisation or a good story to hide failure. Validated learning is the                
process of demonstrating empirically that a team has discovered valuable truths about a             
startup’s present and future business prospects. It is more concrete, more accurate, and faster              
than market forecasting or classical business planning. 

What are good hypotheses to test? 
For him the 2 most important assumptions entrepreneurs make are the value hypothesis and              
the growth hypothesis. The value hypothesis tests whether a product or service really delivers              
value to customers once they are using it. The growth hypothesis tests how new customers will                
discover a product or service. 
 
A business plan that works towards achieving a vision is going to be full of assumptions. Some                 
of them are leap-of-faith, the ones the founder believes in dearly but will actually make or break                 
the business, these obviously need to be validated. When one is choosing among assumptions              
to test it makes sense to test the riskiest assumptions first. 

Steer (Part 2): the Lean Startup method in details 
Startups shouldn’t be judged on classic accounting when looking for a working business model              
and product-market fit, they need the concept of Innovation Accounting. Innovation accounting            
is a system allowing a disciplined, systematic approach to figuring out if you’re making progress               
and knowing if you’re actually collecting validated learnings. 
 
There are 3 high-level learning milestones to aim at and report on for each strategy you try; 

1. build an MVP to establish real data on where the company is right now, the baseline.                
That is the first turn of the build-measure-learn loop. 

2. Repeatedly tune the engine to move from the baseline towards the ideal with             
build-measure-learn loops. 

3. Pivot or persevere. 
 



Building an MVP 
The MVP is that version of the product that enables a full turn of the build-measure-learn loop                 
with a minimum amount of effort and the least amount of development time. Remove any               
feature, process or effort that does not contribute directly to the learning you seek. 

Tuning the engine 
Every product development, marketing, or other initiative that a startup undertakes should be             
targeted at improving one of the drivers of its growth engine. Growth engines and the metrics                
they allow to focus on are described below. 

Caution about vanity metrics 
Looking at gross metrics (revenue, customers, ...) can give the wrong impression that a startup               
is growing well and on the right track while it is actually not on pace with building a sustainable                   
business. 
 
Examples of good analysis are cohort analyses and split tests. Instead of looking at gross               
metrics, switch to cohort-based metrics, and instead of looking for cause-and-effect           
relationships after the fact, launch each new feature as a true split-test experiment. 
 
As an example, at IMVU, one key metric for them to get to a sustainable business was the                  
conversion rate of signing-up users to paying customers. Had they looked in gross numbers at               
the start they would have looked like a hockey stick and seem fine. However, by looking at them                  
per monthly cohort of users showed they weren’t making progress on bringing that conversion              
rate to a necessary value. 

What metrics should be 
Actionable, Accessible, Auditable 
 
Actionable: an actionable report must demonstrate clear cause and effect. It needs to make              
clear what actions are necessary to replicate the result. 
 
Accessible: make the reports as simple as possible so that everyone understands them.             
Remember: Metrics are people too, meaning metrics translate people’s behaviour and           
preferences. Cohort analysis are good at that, they turn complex actions into people-based             
reports. There should also be widespread access to the reports. Results of split-test             
experiments and leap-of-faith metrics can be sent to the whole company every time. Or              
analytics can be considered part of the product and dev team’s backlog instead of being kept                
and hosted in a separate infrastructure. 
 



Auditable: we must ensure data is credible to all employees to avoid the natural tendency to                
blame the messenger or data when a pet-project turns into a failure. 

A way of ensuring valuable validated learnings 
Having and watching good metrics can be forced by including the validation in the development               
Kanban board. 
 
For instance, a story’s states can be In backlog, Being built, Done, Being validated. Validated               
could mean knowing whether the story was a good idea to have been done in the first place for                   
instance. The validation can come in the form of a split-test showing a change in customer                
behaviour but also might include customer interviews or surveys for instance. 
 
Then enforce a maximum number of stories per bucket. Only when a story has been validated                
can it be removed from the kanban board. It the validation fails and it turns out the story is a bad                     
idea, the feature is removed from the product. 
 
Implementing this system is always frustrating a the start. Each bucket fills up until it is not                 
possible to start more work which is very frustrating for people used to measuring their               
productivity by the number of stories. However, pretty quickly everyone starts to get the hang of                
it and works from the start at defining how to efficiently validate a story. 

Pivoting or persevering 
Lean Startup neither can nor aims at making the decision to pivot or persevere the result of a                  
formula. Deciding on a pivot needs human elements such as vision, intuition and judgment. 
 
The Lean Startup methodology with Innovation Accounting leads to clearer and faster pivots.             
Indeed, it forces to define what hypothesis need to be validated to make the business valuable,                
forces to track whether the engines of growth and value are turning, and by getting validated                
learnings constantly it increases the understanding of the product and customers. 
 
Pivots take courage. It is often made too late and there are reasons for that. For example,                 
good-looking vanity metrics, unclear hypothesis at the start, fear of acknowledging failure or of              
not having given a real chance to the vision. 
 
The decision to pivot requires a clear-eyed and objective mind-set. Telltale signs of the need to                
pivot are the decreasing efficiency of product experiments, and the general feeling that product              
development should be more productive. Pivoting is also emotionally charged for a startup. 
 
One way to mitigate this challenge is to schedule the meeting in advance. Eric Ries               
recommends the setup of a pivot-or-persevere meeting. He recommends a frequency of more             
than a few weeks and a less than a few months. 
 



Each pivot-or-persevere meeting requires the participation of both the product dev and business             
leadership teams. Adding outside advisers can also bring value. The product dev team must              
bring a complete report of the results of its product optimisation efforts over time (not just the                 
past period) as well as a comparison of how those results stack up against expectations over                
time. The business leadership should bring detailed accounts of their conversations with current             
and potential customers. 
 

A catalog of pivots 
● Zoom-in pivot, what previously was considered a single feature in a product becomes             

the whole product. 
● Zoom-out pivot, what was considered the whole product becomes a single feature of a              

much larger product. 
● Customer segment pivot, the company realises that the product it is building solves a              

real problem for real customers but that they are not the type of customers it originally                
planned to serve. An example is pivoting to move from a success with the early adopters                
to the mainstream customers. 

● Customer need pivot, through getting to know the customer the company realises the             
original problem they’re trying to solve isn’t that important but found another one that it               
can solve for the customers. 

● Platform pivot, change from an application to a platform or vice-versa. 
● Business architecture pivot, changing from high margin, low volume to low margin, high             

volume for instance. 
● Value capture pivot, changing the way a company captures value. 
● Engine of growth pivot, change the growth strategy. There are 3 main growth strategies:              

viral, sticky and paid (see below). 
● Channel pivot, it’s all in the name 
● Technology pivot, occasionally a company discovers a way to achieve the same solution             

by using a completely different technology. 

Accelerate (Part 3): techniques that allow Lean Startups to grow          
without sacrificing speed and agility 

The power of small batches 
In manufacturing, when looking at small batches vs big batches going through each step, we               
intuitively overlook the extra time required to sort, stack and move around the large piles of                
half-complete batches. Even if the amount of time that each process took was exactly the same,                
the small batch allows to find any defect early on instead of having to re-do a complete step for                   
a whole big batch. Example of envelopes stuffing. 
 



In startups, the same way of thinking is important because we need to learn how to build a                  
sustainable business as quickly as possible. Working in small batches ensures that a startup              
can minimise the expenditure of time, money and effort that ultimately turns out to have been                
wasted. 
 
In software, this leads to continuous deployment. To achieve that you’d have designers and              
engineers work together on one feature at a time. As soon as it is ready, they would                 
immediately release a new version of the product which would go live at least for a relatively low                  
number of users. To allow this, you need to able to check for defects very quickly. So you need                   
automated tests and a process for when a defect is found. That process is the equivalent of                 
Toyota’s andon chord. This can also be applied outside of software. 

Pull vs push, just-in-time production 
Don't misunderstand the Lean startup model as simply being driven by pulls from what              
customers want. This would assume customers could tell us what products to build and that this                
would act as the pull signal to product development to make them. It is not how the Lean                  
Startup model works because customers often don’t know what they want. The right way to               
think about the product development process in a Lean Startup is that it is responding to pull                 
requests in the form of experiments that need to be run. 

Grow 
The engine of growth is the mechanism that startups use to achieve sustainable growth.              
Sustainable growth is characterised by one simple rule: New customers come from the actions              
of past customers. 
 
There are 4 primary ways past customers drive sustainable growth: 

1. word of mouth; 
2. as a side effect of product usage, e.g., fashion and luxury products or viral ones; 
3. through funded advertising; 
4. through repeat purchase or use. 

 
These sources of sustainable growth power feedback loops that he terms engines of growth. He               
describes 3 of them; sticky, viral and paid. 
 
Engines of growth are designed to give startups a relatively small set of metrics on which to                 
focus their energies. The engines of growth framework helps them stay focused on the metrics               
that matter. More than one engine of growth can operate in a business at a time. In his                  
experience however, successful startups usually focus on just one engine of growth at a time.  
 
The engine of growth concept can help evaluate whether a company is getting closer to               
product-market fit. By evaluating how close it is to getting the engine of growth running and the                 



speed at which it is getting there or not. Innovation accounting is made to allow these                
evaluations. 
 
Note also that all engines of growth eventually run out of gas. Every engine is tied to a set of                    
customers and their related habits, preferences, advertising channels, and interconnections. At           
some point, that set of customers will be exhausted. One can end-up with a zombie company if                 
failing to see that growth levelled of. For instance, with a working product that stays in the early                  
adopters segment. 

Sticky engine of growth 
Relying on having high customer retention rate. Having the expectation that once you start              
using the product, you will continue to do so. Therefore, the metrics to watch very carefully are                 
attrition rate and churn rate. 
 
The rules that govern the sticky engine of growth are pretty simple: if the rate of new customer                  
acquisitions exceeds the churn rate, the product will grow. 

Viral engine of growth 
Products in which customers do the lion’s share of marketing. 
 
The feedback loop in this engine of growth is the viral loop and its speed is determined by the                   
viral coefficient. The viral coefficient measures how many new customers will use the product as               
a consequence of each new customer who signs up. So companies that rely on that engine                
must focus on getting the viral coefficient as high above 1 as possible. 

Paid engine of growth 
Each customer pays a certain amount of money for the product over her lifetime as a customer.                 
A customer’s LifeTime Value (LTV) is that minus the variable costs. If the LTV is higher than the                  
Cost Per Acquisition (CPA) then the business can have sustainable growth. 
 
This is easy to visualise and quantify with online ads as acquisition channel but is just as                 
necessary for NGOs, startups using outbound sales forces or retails relying on foot fall. All the                
cost induced by these must be accounted for in the CPA of course. 

Adapt 
As a tech founder, your job and the company will evolve fast and without notice. Striking the                 
right balance between keeping the organisation light and adding processes and systems to             
coordinate at a larger size is extremely difficult for instance. Therefore you need to build an                
adaptive organisation. 
 



In startups it is true that speed is of the essence but there is such a thing as going too fast. You                      
need speed regulators in place. The important part is to avoid waste; shortcuts taken in product                
quality, design or infrastructure today may wind up slowing a company down tomorrow for              
instance. 
 
This chapter describes a technique used at IMVU to achieve scale and quality in a just-in-time                
fashion; Five Whys. 

Five whys 
Used that to tie investments in infrastructure or quality directly to the prevention of the most                
problematic symptoms. Often brings from a technical problem to a human managerial issue. 
 
Example: 

1. A new release disabled a feature for customers. Why? Because a particular server             
failed. 

2. Why did the server fail? Because an obscure subsystem was used in the wrong way. 
3. Why was it used in the wrong way? The engineer who used it didn’t know how to use it                   

properly 
4. Why didn’t he know? Because he was never trained. 
5. Why wasn’t he trained? Because his manager doesn’t believe in training new engineers             

because he and his team are too busy. 
 
From such an analysis you need to make proportional investments at each level of the               
hierarchy. The investment should be larger when the symptom is larger and smaller when the               
symptom is smaller. 
 
A Five Whys meeting must be held for each problem. 
 
This process acts as an automatic speed regulator. The more problems you have the more you                
invest in solutions and as they pay off you gain more speed. 
 
Be careful not to let it become the five blames. To that end, the meeting should include all                  
people affected by the problem. From diagnosing it to customer service representatives to             
engineers. Should include everyone who tried to fix it as well as everyone who worked on the                 
subsystems involved. If it was escalated the people who escalated it and the senior manager               
should be there. It is critical to avoid blaming the missing person. 

Innovate 
I didn’t summarise this chapter, you’ll have to go to the book to find insights on how to                  
keep/create a good setup for innovation in larger companies ;-) 



Random knowledge nuggets 
● His story at IMVU (IM with 3D avatars) of first developing at length an add-on to                

messaging apps. It took them months to prioritise and develop many features and the              
integration with existing IM apps. They all assumed customers would not want to learn to               
use a new messaging app but rather want to use avatars in their current preferred app.                
After months of hasty dev they delivered an add-on with many half-baked features but              
no one picked it up. After talking to customers and many more iterations they understood               
people wanted to use avatars but to meet new friends and could care less about learning                
to use a new software. 

● After seeing that usual management didn’t work well for startups there’s been what he              
calls the Just Do It school. Which means just launch a product, see what happens and                
embrace chaos since organised management does not help. Unfortunately if the plan is             
to see what happens then you’ll always succeed but it won’t get you nowhere. Startups               
need to be managed in his way of thinking. 

● Example of Zappos which now has annual gross sales in excess of $1 billion in the                
online shoes market. The founder started with the hypotheses that customers were            
ready and willing to buy shoes online. To test it, he began by asking local shoe stores if                  
he could take pictures of their inventory, put them online and came to buy the shoes at                 
full price if a customer bought them on his site. 

● The MVP is that version of the product that enables a full turn of the build-measure-learn                
loop with a minimum amount of effort and the least amount of development time.              
Remove any feature, process or effort that does not contribute directly to the learning              
you seek. 

● Examples of MVP: 
○ the video MVP (Dropbox), 
○ the Concierge MVP (Food on the Table, tailored grocery lists), 
○ the Pay no Attention to the Eight People behind the Curtain MVP (Aardvark,             

search engine for questions your expert friends would get right but Google can’t). 
● Quality in an MVP, don’t spend much time on it for an MVP. In his thinking If we do not                    

know who the customer is we do not know what quality is. Example of avatar movement                
in IMVU which was first not available then hacked by clicking to teleport without any               
sound or animation. Turned out the latter became one of the most liked features. Yes               
sometimes MVP are perceived as low quality by customers. If so, we should use this as                
an opportunity to learn what customers care about. 

● Failure is a prerequisite of learning. The problem with the notion of shipping a product               
and then seeing what happens is that you are guaranteed to succeed -- at seeing what                
happens. But then what? As soon as you have a handful of customers you’re likely to                
have five opinions about what to do next. Which should you listen to?  

 


